
Dynabrade Nitro Series™ tools are high-quality, purpose-built tools 
designed to provide automotive technicians with entry level, Dynabrade 
quality air tools. By partnering with and learning from automotive 
technicians, Dynabrade understands that an automotive technician’s 
daily routine can be much different than an industrial tool operator’s. No 
two jobs are the same for a body or paint tech and jobs often require a 
diverse selection of tools.

Like traditional Dynabrade tools, Dynabrade Nitro Series™ spans a wide 
variety of categories including belt tools, die grinders, disc sanders, cut-off 
tools as well as surface preparation tools, buffers, and polishers. Within 
these categories Dynabrade Nitro Series™ tools are designed to address 
the specific challenges automotive technicians face. A prime example 
is cut-off tool ECU4, featuring an extended reach for greater access to 
recessed areas and multi-position guard improving technician sightlines 
and promoting technician safety in the body shop. 

Painters and finishers also benefit from Dynabrade Nitro Series™ 
innovations with several new buffer/polisher models now available. 
Model EB3 is sure to solve the challenges buffing contours and side-view 
mirrors present. As a compact and lightweight tool including an extension, 
technicians will enjoy effortless maneuverability and the ability to polish 
difficult to reach painted surfaces.     

Dynabrade innovation in the automotive after-market is not limited to 
air tools. In addition to a state-of-the-art polishing system Dynabrade 
is also excited to introduce Extreme Orange and DynaSoft™ flexible 
abrasive discs. Specifically designed to be used wet or dry and available 
in grits up to 3,000, Dynabrade now offers body and paint technicians 
complete solutions to their daily tasks.

Dynabrade Nitro Series™ tools all have a one-year 
warranty included. See page 10 for details.
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Model 
Number

Strokes Per 
Minute

Stroke 
Length

Sound  
Level

Maximum Air Flow 
SCFM (L/Min)

Hose Size 
Inch (mm)

Air Inlet 
Thread

Weight 
Pound (kg)

Height  
Inch (mm)

Length  
Inch (mm)

RS1 9,000 3/8" 83 dB(A) 10 (280) 3/8 (10) 1/4" NPT 1.5 (.68) 2 (50) 10.4 (264)

RS1

The Dynabrade Nitro Series™ RS1 reciprocating saw is a versatile tool for restoration 
and repair applications. Technicians can easily and accurately cut away damaged 
or rusted panels and floors in preparation for weld on applications or entire panel 
replacement. 

The Dynabrade Nitro Series™ ECU4 shown here provides the operator with greater 
control of the tool while working over head, or in difficult to reach areas.

DYNABRADE NITRO SERIES™ 
RECIPROCATING SAW 

A versatile tool used for cutting materials such as sheet metal, piping, 
fiberglass, composites, aluminum and plastic panels. Straight, accurate cuts 
are achievable thanks to this lightweight and easy to maneuver saw.

MODEL RS1     9,000 RPM

   Small, lightweight design provides greater accessibility and increases 
operator maneuverability

   Adjustable rear exhaust directs air away from operator  

   Ergonomic rubber grip offers improved comfort during extended use  

INCLUDES 
90928   24 tooth saw blade 
90929   32 tooth saw blade

Saw blades also available for purchase separately. 

DYNABRADE NITRO SERIES™

4" DIAMETER EXTENSION RIGHT ANGLE 
CUT-OFF WHEEL TOOL

MODEL ECU4     14,000 RPM

   Model accepts 4" (76 mm) diameter Type 01/41 reinforced 
Cut-Off Wheels, with 3/8" (9.5 mm) center hole

   Composite grip absorbs vibration and reduces cold air 
transmission to operator

  Quick change lever controls, multi-position guard

  Adjustable exhaust

Model 
Number RPM Power 

hp (W)
Sound  
Level

Tool 
Thread

Maximum Air Flow 
SCFM (L/Min)

Air Inlet 
Thread

Hose Size 
Inch (mm)

Air Pressure 
PSIG (Bar)

Weight 
Pound (kg)

Height  
Inch (mm)

Length  
Inch (mm)

ECU4 14,000 1 (746) 87 dB(A) 3/8"–24 40 (1,132) 1/4" NPT 3/8 (10) 90 (6.2) 4.1 (1.9) 1.9 (48) 14.75 (375)

*IMPORTANT: Speed of tool must not exceed maximum operating speed of accessory. Never mount non-reinforced grinding wheels. Always wear eye, face & body protection.

ECU4

5-1/2"
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